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CHAPTER I 
PURPOSE 
Introduct~ i£ ~ groblem. This thesis will make gener al compari-
sons of the psychological findings and social behavior findings of various 
studies. The lack of an adequate behavior theory to interpret television's 
1 effects on children's behavior under identification and fantasy headings, 
especially, has held back the adequate study of this particular ) roblem 
(psychological effects of television on children). 
Society is becoming more conscious day by day of the i mpact which 
1 television seems to have on its children. Behavior psychologists, and 
psychiatrists especially, are 1-vorried about future psychological and 
1 social patterns which may be disrupted or magnified out of all proportion 
by the young child v-rho views television in excess and is disturbed by the 
•' medium. 
So far, this much seems apparent: there is not enough known yet about 
I symbolic processes to examine and compare the psychological effects of 
television adequately. Only a general comparison of the literature and a 
fev; implied findings 1d th a somewhat doubtful psychological background 
!I 
can be presented at present. 
Review of literature. Generally speaking, children from six to twelve 
years of age show marked reactions to television. The group from thirteen 
through nineteen years of age sho"r mixed and fluctuating reactions. 
l 
I 
L 
Family li fe which up t o quite recently has been described as a major 
1 problem in our society due to i t s apparent weakness at the home level, has 
~I 
,, 
now converged around the television set. 
,, 
The new problem concerning family I 
' life may now be: Hm'l much does family life mean when it remains iw~obilized : 
during the viewing process? or: Does the limited communication betv.reen t he 
family members satisfy each one 's need f or family society? 
I' Parents, educators, and doctors worry about the time that children 
I 
I 
I 
I 
spend viewing television programs. It has become increasingly obvious that I 
,, 
I children's eating, sleeping, and interest habits are undergoing a change 
because of certain aspects of television viewing . Some changes are advan-
t ageous for parent and child and some changes are detrimental to the child 
' II and the adult in the long run . 
I 
I 
I 
Tel ecasters are constantly besieged by groups who are demanding every- 1 
thing from no more drama shows t o s pecial programs for children. A few 
telecasters are making a distinct effort t o correct factors which appear 
; to have a disturbing inf luence on the child while other telecast ers, and 
,, 
I' t he greater port ion of them, remain aloof t o t he public demands--minority 
I 
demands unf ortunately . 
Many telecasters have produced what t hey fee l is adequate inf ormation 
( collected by broadcasting firms and by reliable research firms lvhich tends 
I; t o show that the present television programming is relat ively free from 
i the harmful elements which the minority groups are protesting about. How-
ever, a growing proportion of telecasters are undoubtedly cutting out 
j: certain objectionable aspect s of progr amming without fanfare . 
I The basic trouble seems t o lie not in the medium i t self or t he pro-
I I gramming actually, but in the varying possibilities f or inhibiting children 
I 
2 
=-L ---·--
I' II with certain anti-social behavior which is apparent at times and "under 
I the surface" at other times. 
Suggested ~~ 1£ ~ EfOblems involv~. There appears to be 
some general agreement among professional and lay people as to t he factors 
which require immediate attention in television vie~nng . These are: (1) 
Over-excitation, (2) passivity, and (3) mediocrity. 
Jl Research which bases its suppositions on general terminology and sup-
IIi positions ~nthout some basic behavior theory or t heories cannot delve too 
II far into a problem which seems to require a working theory at the outset. 
~~ In 1950, a veritable cloudburst of studies, polls, case histories, 
etc., burst upon t he public with countless suppositions concerning tel e-
vision viewing and social behavior of adults and children t o the mass-
I 
media. I 1!, 
I 
I' 
The collected information will prove valuable in providing a reasonable j 
1 background f or future behaviorists in their search for adequate psychologi-
I: cal behavior theories it appear~. But the symbolic aspect of behavioral 
i participation which seems t o require more research as to its manner of 
11 increasing the strength of non-symbolic behavior may hold back the examina-
l: t ion of the mass-media effects 
1 this way: " Symbolic behavioral 
jl non-symbolic behavior. ,l 
I 
for some time. A recent prospect us put i t 
participation increases t he s trength of 
I The manner in lvhich it does so may r equire a separate theory to ex-
1 plain how this is accomplished. For example, phantasy-participation may 
~! ~engthen real-life behavior, and the proportion of this strength as i t 
1 Prosoectus for ~Research Program, pamphlet prepared by Dr. Arthur J. 
I Brodbeck, p. 7. 
3 
I' ,, 
4 
varies from child to child may be measured with a reasonable degree of 
1: accuracy within a shor.t time. 
1 
lj For the most part, available information as collected in studies, etc., 
deals with t hese problems: (1) Social relationships before, during, and 
after TV vievdng; (2) callousness in children after excessive TV viewing 
of violence; (3) activity patterns of TV and non-TV children; (4) separa-
tion of program content. 
The possibilities for examining psychological effects of television 
limited, therefore, to only a minor proportion of existing TV studies. 
II 
CHAPTER II 
GENER1~ EFFECTS OF TELEVISION ON CHILDREN 
Efforts to determine the significance of t he factors involved in the 
child's television viewing sometimes involves well- meaning lay groups who 
can talk ad infinitum on most any subject, and especially television. 
Local groups for the most part have shown some restraint in waxing 
too enthusiastic about general effect s of television on children. They 
meet >vi t h TV station managers, psychologists, and psychiatrists more often 
t han is publicized and an example of just one of these meetings which took 
place in Chicago may serve to illustrate the general public' s interest in 
television and their children. 
2 
"Tel evis ion, the Comics, the Hovies , and our Children" was t he t opic 
' for discussion at the Chicago City Club luncheon recently. A television 
II 
columnist, director of the Bureau of Chi ld St udy, and two psychiatrists 
were among the many part icipating. 
The TV columnists on many newspapers ~dll probably echo the senti-
1
1 ments of Jack Mabley of the Chicago Daily News ;v-ho said : " Too many parent s 
II . . .. have accepted television as a sort of mechanical baby sitter. If given 
1
1
a chance, children will i n almost all instances choose an interest ing 
~~ activity but unless t his is provided, they will stay with television . "3 
2
n:tvlediocrity Hit , " Christian Set~~ Honitor, Harch 27, 1953, p . 3. 
3 Ibid. 
5 
I 
II 
~ I 
} 
I 
As we shall find later in this thesis according to studies from 
several sources, the parents adrni t to the i nte rviewer or in questionnaires 
that TV is a great pacifier f or their active kids. .. 
The director of the Bureau of Child Study spoke next saying : "There 
is a time when television takes them over," speaking of his own children, 
"and after awhile they come back. Tha.t is t he time t o provide something 
positive and worth-while for them to do a hobby or shared program which 
4 the family can do together." 
Here , it appears, i s part of the ans11rer to family participation which 
is all important to healthy television viewing for the normal child as 
observed in the studies presented in the coming thesis pages. 
Dr. Maria W. Piers, instructor in psychiatry, Chicago Ivledical College, 
and one of the two psychiatrists attending the Chicago City Club luncheon, 
had this to say concerning the topic, nTelevision , the Comics, the Movies, 
I 
and our Children": 
I 
to harm children, except •,rhen they enhance fears or anxieties already 
HThe unrealistic programs of violence are not likely 
preying upon them.n5 
Thi s point , concerning t he unrealism of programs and the particula,r 
amount of violence -..;hich most children can stand before they ·'may beco!!le 
disturbed, has been generally agreed upon by psychiatrists studying general 
ef f ects ~f t elevision on children. The psychiatrists quoted in this sec-
tion of the thesis feel t hat a child's condition when viewing a TV program 
is the i mportant thing t o consider while the psychologists to be quoted 
4Ibid. 
5Ibid. 
I 
I[ 
II 
,, 
. I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
6 
later feel that the content of the program viewed is just as important as 
the child's condition if not more so. 
The head of the Department of Psychiatry, Institute for Juvenile 
Research, felt that : 11 •••• comics and TV programs in themselves -vmuld not 
increase crime as t hey are a part of total society, and can be ·directed 
6 
1 t ov.rard a more constructive goal. 11 
I 
This is a r ather i llustrious w-ay of saying that the pra rsra--:1 coming 
from the station will not harm children directly , but needs t o be under-
stood by the child for whatever it contains by way of imitat ion, demonstra-
tion, or suggestiveness of anti-social ideas. 
Let us move now from the luncheon to a psychiatrist's report which 
was published in 1951. Only three of his cases will be considered to 
illustrate some of the points already touched upon at the luncheon. 
Television's alleged interference~ children's routine . Philip 
Solomon, the psychiatrist from v.rhom observations are to be drawn, intra-
1 
duced what he fe lt was the prime factor in his observations of children 
1 and television: "The most prevalent psychiatric problem associated 11'Jith 
: television arises from its alleged interference with children's routine."? 
As an example of this alleged interference, the psychiatrist gave a 
general statement of observation concerning the case of a vmman patient. 
1 This vmman complained that her son was a 11 TV brat. 11 The further study of 
her case involved studying the son and then the husband . An entirely new 
aspect of the "'roman's case opened up involving three patients finally--the 
I 
whole family. 
6Ibid. 
7Philip Solomon, 11 Television: Psychiatric Aspects," Annals of Western 
Medicine and Surge~, 5: 483-486, May, 1951. 
7 
8 
CASE ONE 
(Dr. Solomon) 
I. Alleged Interference v.rith Child's Routine: 
A. Mother, under psychotherapy, asked psychiatrist's help in dealing 
with violent scenes at home. Father and son argued over son's 
having to leave TV for bed. Scenes occurred nightly. 
B. Mother called son "'television brat11 because son (aged nine) watched 
set from 2 to 3 hours daily; more on \veek-ends. 
C. Son had been having nightmares and mother blamed horror programs 
on TV as the reason. 
D. Diagnosis and results: 
1. Father and son had quarreled before set was introduced into the 
home. And just as violently. 
2. Father 1vas a tyrant who reflected his original background of a 
father-tyrant (grandfather). A sense of rivalry with the son 
for the mother's love was also apparent. 
3. With father's recognition of his own failings, the father-son 
relationship was smoothed out and television no longer was a 
major problem at home . 
The solution, in Case One, revolved around past differences between 
father and son and the TV set was the excuse for further trouble. It may 
be that many children vrho are apparently suffering from television's ill 
effects are really suffering from lack of parental understanding or past 
disturbances. To draw the line in each case may require a psychiatrist's 
I 
' help or that of a good behavior psychologist. 
Returning to a further analysis of t he parental attitude, Dr. Solomon 
states: 11Parents so often think they are motivated by such arguments as 
proper bed-time, rest, getting homework done, and the like, but a com~on­
place observation in psychiatry is that an exaggerated emotion, such as 
the f ather's excessive anger in Case l, indicates that unconscious factors 
8 
are at work . " 
Excessive viewing. The aspects of excessive viewing are numerous in 
their implications . Dr. Solomon found in one of his case studies that a 
child learns to manipulate this phenomena of television behavior t o serve 
as his tool , his "crutch," or method of retiring from an unbearable situa-
tion in the home . Excessive viewing may take on the follo~~ng aspects in 
the child's mind: 
1. A means for escape. 
2 . A way to provoke parents . 
3. As a solace. 
4. Other ways to offset basic emotional deprivation. 
II. Excessive Viewing : 
CASE TWO 
(Dr. Solomon) 
A. Child was impulsive, unruly , and incorrigible, according to parents 
and teachers. 
B. Parents allowed the child unlimited television viewing (30 hours a 
week) . 
C. It became obvious that the longer the child watched , the worse his 
behavior became. 
9 
II 
D. Diagnosis and results: 
1. Abnormal brain vraves with the cerebral cortex involved. 
2. Attempts to modify parents' management failed until dilantin 
(sodium) was administered. 
J. Child responded in a remarkable way to discipline both at home 
and at school and t o psychotherapy. 
4. Television viewing (in excess) was no longer a problem. 
Dr. Solomon emphasized the point of exaggeration which the next case 
presented. It concerned rather extreme passivity in a young girl who had 
spent an abnormal amount of time in front of her TV set. 
Passivity. Passivity as another aspect of the child 's television 
, viewing habits may strengthen the substitute living desire of the indi-
~' vidual, but generally the child will throw off this desire for normal 
activities. \-fuen the child's passivity reaches rather extreme degrees 
the total personality becomes submerged much of the time. 
In Case Three Dr . Solomon compared the young girl's passivity to 
1 that of cripples and elderly people . The latter usually benefit from 
passivity in that their small world is greatly enhanced by the new world 
of substitute li~ng which television affords. 
The mature mind of the adults grasp the meanings of such a sub-
1 stitute living which television affords and use it as a way to offset 
their narrowing world. The child does not realize the i mplications which 
I, 
substitute living has for him in his rapidly expanding world about which 
1 he knows so little as yet. 
II 
The young girl in Case Three was probably the nearest thing to what 
is conunonly called a " television addict " in that she shared the common 
10 
addict's craving for some symbolic or realistic object. 
Dr. Solomon feels that: " •••• television addiction shares with the 
more f~ailiar addictions a similar craving for the object, a symbolic and 
substitute value of the gratification, and the underlying causative charac-
ter neurosis."9 
The young girl's object was some form of deep-seated sexual desire. 
The symbolic and substitute value of the gratification was apparently the 
vie~~ng of other people doing that which she would like to have done. And 
the underlying causative character neurosis was passivity due to sexual 
frustration. 
The doctor pointed out that: "Healthy indiViduals ordinarily do not 
submit to passivity for very long before seeking out an active antidote."10 
He feels that children should be encouraged to seek out this active 
"antidote" and not be discouraged from seeking an outlet from passive be-
havior alone. 
On this point of passivity and how to combat it, a wide area of agree-
ment seems to exist within the studies collected. Later on, methods of 
combatting passivity will be discussed ~dthin the particular studies where 
passivity or relative problems caused by passivity are brought up. 
Getting children to participate in active interest objects other t han 
the television set or wisely using the television set as an instrument for 
pleasure and education concerns all of us and suggestions as to how some 
of these problems may be handled will be brought up in Chapter IV. 
9Ibid. 
10Ibid. 
-
ll 
,, 
The " cure'' for the young girl who suffered from extreme passivity 
involved family participation around the television set and new activities. 
III. Passivity: 
CASE THREE 
(Dr. Solomon) 
A. A 16-year-old girl who was shy and withdrawn was reported to the 
psychiatrist by school authorities as needing psychotherapy. 
B. The girl was an only child in a weal thy family and vrhen program 
conflicts arose between herself and her parents, she was given 
her own TV set. 
C. Patient spent nearly all of her out-of-school waking hours watch-
ing her set . Her mother described the patient's vievdng habits 
as trance-like. 
D. Psychotherapy revealed a deep-seated sexual problem -v.d th a 
schizoid fli ght into fantasy which was gratified through the 
medium of television viewing for long periods of time. 
E. Patient v•as apparently as close as one can come to being a "true" 
addict. 
F. Diagnosis and results: 
1. Group participation with family encouraged. 
2. Passivity pattern offset somewhat by introducing new and 
-·varied .. activities into patient's life. 
12 
J 
Social relationshiEs· In dealing with social relationships as 
anot her aspect of television and the child, Dr. Solomon points to the 
appeal which television has for children and adults. 
He said the appeal is " •••• to the primitive, the sexual, the lusty. 
ll Television is a kind of peep-show of the id." 
The emotional i mpact of television programming is absorbed t o quite 
an extent by children in a normal way it seems. The doctor said: !!Children 
have an enormous capacity for this sort of ~hing . They find healthy outlet 
for a great deal of agression in this way. 1112 
How much a child can stand before ill effects are observed and the 
difference in t olerances from one child to t he next as t o absorption of 
emotional i mpact remains the primary problem it seems. 
Very few of the studies used find that the child has an "enormous 
capaci ty" for emd.tional aspects of television, but then the studies do not 
' deal with the psychiatric but the social approach for the most part. 
Finding a good psychological and psychiatric analysis, even though 
i t may be limited as the case may be, is not easy at t he present wri t ing . 
So much has been ~~itten about the subject of television and the child , 
but so little has been original work. Each author seems to draw upon a 
few research studies and no more. 
The primary difficulty seems t o be in determining the factors which 
make up psychological implications as far as television and the child are 
concerned. 
11Ibid. 
12Ibid. 
13 
,.-
Naturally, a trained behaviorist is fawiliar with much of the 
psychological phenomena which a mass media like television exerts upon 
the child, but the extent which the psychological i mplications will have 
for each child exposed to controlled conditions (if possi ble) and the 
aspect of practically uncontrollable variables is not heartening f or a 
behaviorist to begin his research work i n. 
Society looks f or extremes quite often t o explain this phenomena or 
t .hat phenomena. For instance, we read about this : 11 •••• a litt le boy v.rho, 
when given a superman cape, v.rrapped it around his shoulders and jumped 
13 
out t he lilrindm._r into the air, only to land several floors belov.r dead •••• n 
One can imagine the howls and screams from indignant fathers and 
mothers when they took turns over the phone harassing their local tele-
vision station mmers upon reading the above in t heir papers . The oppor-
tunity for a f resh scapegoat seems apparent. 
The many cases of little boys who are taken to a trained psychiatrist 
or psychologist to be analyzed (and the diagnosis and subsequent results 
save these children from hopping out windows) by apprehensive parents is 
almost never publici zed. 
Society must be told flatly that until a behavior theory or theories 
specifically covering the phenomenas of the mass media is forthcoming , the 
exact psychological effects of television on their children is, franki7, 
unkno>m. 
Society does not realize, generally , that the case of this little 
boy and his superman cape represents extreme identification and the chances 
of re-occurrence to another youngster are very slight. 
l3fros:eectus .f£2:. .§; Research Program, p. 2. 
II 
As a reliable source indicates: "A large majority of children resist 
14 
· the complete identification process with mass-media figures •••• 11 
Just what a child with a high potential for resisting the identifica-
tion process might be like would be problematical, but here are some 
1 probable attributes: 
1. Hi ghly organized. 
2. Advanced learning capacity. 
3. Superior maturity. 
4. Normally aggressive. 
5. Healthy social attributes, generally. 
His parents might well be of advanced mentality ~nth a marked unde r -
standing of t he potentialities of mass media. And a high sense of family 
group participation. 
The average child, however, is not gifted with such attributes as t he 
above child nor has the average parent such a high potential as the parents 
described above. Therefore society must be content to keep a weather-eye 
1 on their young television viewers and ant icipate anti-social behavior, if 
possible, before the full psychological implications of television can 
1 seriously harm their children. 
The competition television gives to schools, churches, and home in-
fluences for the child's mind is powerful. 
A pamphlet which proposes several ways to combat, and at the same 
time suggests ways and means to approach, the harmful implications of 
the mass media, has this to say about television's hold on the child: 
" The mass-media have serious potentialities for competing with more 
l4Ibid. 
I 
I· 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
15 
traditional training agencies such as the school, the home and the church, 
and probably play a strong role in setting up an independent culture for 
. 15 
the child's peer group." 
vVhen professional people have reached the point where they can more 
fully understand just this one factor--11the conditions under Nhich identi-
fication with fictional characters leads to real-life imitation •••• "16 
the fundamental part of any research study concerning the behavior 
phenomena of TV and the child will have advanced somewhat along the way 
tm<~ards eventual understanding. 
Time-consuming influen~. The top medical journal in the country 
1 devoted a · two-page article to "Influenc e of TV Crime Programs on Children's 
Health" recently. 
The initial lead-off in the article concerned itself with the "time-
17 
consuming influence" which TV demanded of its vie><Ters. 
The article, based on information gathered by Witty and Bricker in 
their report, nyour Child and Radio, TV, Comics and Movies," and Preston t s 
article in the Journal of Pedi~trics entitled "Children's Reactions to 
Hovie Horrors and Radio Crime," appears to be a genuine appeal to doctors 
to consider the problem. 
The problem, probably familiar to the psychiatrist, but only lightly 
touched upon in this article, is the waste t ime which children apparently 
throw away when watching TV for long lengths of time. 
15Ibid. 
-
16Ibid. 
l7Journal £!~ American Medical Association, 150: 37, September 6, 
1952 . 
16 
The time-consuming influence which television seems t o demand of 
the child as well as the adult has been discussed under other headings 
describing the effects of excessive viewing and passivity. The age levels 
of the most constant viewers, however, have not been discus sed. 
The article f ound that the most constant viewers were children fron1 
t el evision. The ~ ~ constant viewers \·Tere the seven !:.£. seventeen 
year olds. They spent three ~ daily at their sets . The comparative 
I 
1 results : some children and a fe;.r teen-agers 1..ratch television 27 hours per 
week or alnlost as much time as they spend in their classes. 
The caliber of crime pr ograms as studied through observation of Los 
,· Angeles television stations was as follows : 
-1. 
A. Amount of crimes te l ecast--852 major crimes plus many minor 
crimes and acts of violence. 
B. Types of crimes--167 murders, nun1erous robberies, jailbreaks, 
murder conspiracies, false murder charges, attempted lynchings , 
dynamitings, and an attempted rape in a crime Hestern for children. 
C. Presentation and time element-- 78 per cent presented on children's 
programs (of above figures) , and 85 per cent of these programs 
were telecast before 9 P.H. 
D. Over-all impression 1..rhich the observers recei ved--Hlife is cheap ; 
death and suffering, and brutality are subjects of callous indif-
ference; judges, la•'JYers, and lav.r officers are dishonest, incom-
18 
petent , and stupid." 
!I 
17 
Here then, according to this article, is the subject matter to which 
children devote much of their impressionistic time and lives to instead 
of playing outdoors or reading indoors. 
If we v-rent no further in approaching t he problem of psychological 
j, effects of television on children, stopping here ''lOuld certainly cause 
II 
the reader to fee l that television was no more than a morally and psy-
chologically corrupting media . The time that both children and adults 
,, 
' spent viewing this sort of modern "Frankenstein" would be wo!!thless if 
we considered one factor by itself. Comparing all the available factors 
is the ideal way to approach the problem, but all or most of the factors 
are yet to be uncovered so v-1e must content ourselves with that which is 
, at present available. 
The article continued with a presentation of reaction studies as ob-
served in the media of radio. This article stated that even though this 
study >-;ras reported in a pre-television period " •••• the findings apparently 
apply equally well t o television. n19 
~.£:li.9!.1 studies in radio (~ ~ com.earison). This study records the 
reactions of 120 boys and 80 girls, aged 6 t o 16 years old, to movie 
horrors and radio crimes. 
II 18 
A. The effects of habitual exposure t o t he subjects in question varied: II 
l. Seventy-six per cent of the boys and girls exposed to the hor-
rors and crimes showed increased nervousness. 
2 . Forty per cent unex.eosed, showed increased nervousness. 
3. Ei ghty-five per cent exposed, showed sleep disturbances. 
4. Nineteen per cent unexposed, showed s l eep disturbances. 
I 
II 
19I bid. 
II 
II 
i\ j 
I 
' 
' 
ji 
II 
5. Ninety-four per cent exposed, showed increased fears. 
6. Seventeen per cent unexEosed, showed increased fears. 
?. Fifty-one per cent eXJ20Sed, were nail-biters. 
8. Tv.renty-three per cent unexposed, were nail-biters. 
B. The common reactions up to the age of twelve: 
1. Retiring to the mother's bed for comfort, reassurance. 
2 . Screaming, pulling covers over head . 
J. Burying head under pillows, and diving under covers. 
C. The effects on the child generally: 
1. Diminished food intake. 
2. Troublesome dreams. 
J. Restless sleep. 
4. Scholastic difficulties. 
5. Increased irritability. 
D. The general observations: 
1. Callousness to others' sufferings. 
2. Atrophy of sympathy and compassion. 
E. The treatment: 
1. Eliminating or restricting exposure of the child to crime-and-
horror programs. 
2. Substituting other, more healthful activities. 
This article in the Journal £! ~ Ame rican Medical Association con-
1\ eludes with the follovling suggestions: 
A. The television industry should acknowledge the adverse medical 
and psychological i mplications of the medium. 
B. The industry should foster more research on the effect of 
,I 
I 
,, 
I 
II 
. I 
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television on the mind and body of the child. 
C. A continual effort should be made to avoid potentially dangerous 
programming of shows 11rhich might affect children's health in any 
v.ray. 
D. The above suggestions should be carried out immediately and not 
put off. 
E. Carrying out the above suggestions may offset public sympathy f or 
. . 20 
a government regulated teleVl Slon. 
The i dea of governw,ent regulated television is new probably to most 
I people, and though it would not be correct to say the article stressed 
II 
li 
television and radio dangers to the extreme, it seems certain that the 
public (except f or a small minority ) has no intention of voting governrnent 
regulated te l evision into power. 
The comparison of reaction studies in radio t o present-day television 
r is not too adequate it seems, but the multitude of reactions which were 
Ill recorded is interesting t o consider as the analysis of a local study which 
.i s qui te thorough in its findings is taken up. 
It is not certain >vhether Dr. Eleanor E. Hac co by's study was inten-
1 t ionally based on an up-to- date behavior theory, but the implicat ions of 
1: 
11 her findings tie in with some of the sugge ste.d ideas. 
--------------------20~· 
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CHAPTER III 
TELEVI SION AND THE F AHILY 
Experi ence which affects the child psychologically may have its 
reverberations within the f amily group . The family, therefore, may be 
1: basically involved in the problem of television and the child. 
II 
I ;§.~ ~ :televisiol}, ~ ~~<.! through, questionnaire~ and intervie.,rs. 
1 
One of the .ore compl ete and recent references to the problem of psycho-
! logical effects of television on chil dren i s the sensitive analysis of 
I 21 
1 Dr. Eleanor E. Ivlaccoby of Harvard University. 
li 11 Dr. Maccoby's report, tabulated in December 1950 to February 1951, 
I was based on activity records and intervie~rrs of Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
lj 
s chool children's mothers. 
The study basis i s outlined as f ollows : 
A. " Open-ended!! interviews were used 1vi th 332 mothers. 
B. The sample was a probability sample chosen t hrough the use of 
area sampling methods. 
C. The sa~ple was confined t o families with children f rom the f our 
to seventeen age group. 
D. The mothers -v.rere asked t o describe any problems arisi ng in 
reference to television, and to describe and discuss how the 
problems were taken care of . 
21nTelevision: I ts I mpact on School Children, " Public Opinion Quarter-
11 ~" 15: 421-444, Fall , 19 51. 
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E. The sample included television-owning and non-owning families. 
F. The detailed activities of each child for each hour during the 
weekday before and the Sunday after the interview -v1ere given by 
the mothers in both groups. 
G. These activity records were gathered for 622 children. 
H. The groups were matched according to age, sex, and socio-econorrQc 
levels. 
I. During the time of the interviews (December 1950 to February 1951) 
two television channels >·rere broadcasting programs to the Boston 
area. 
The major f indings of Dr. Maccoby's study as sun~arized are : 
A. The ownership of television sets in Cambridge ,,.,as clearly related 
t o the fami ly's income, education, and occupation. 
B. Profess ional people are not buying television sets (this group 
represented a very small proportion of the total population inter-
viewed) because of programs and the effect of these programs on 
t heir children. 
C. A sizeable majority of all other groups (business people, white 
collar workers, skilled and unskilled laborers, etc.) are tele-
vision set mmers. 
D. The lowest income group has somewhat fe-vmr ovn1.ers, but these 
people like television and will buy when they can afford it. 
E. Television brings fami lies together, but little interaction occurs. 
The amount of t i me that the family spends togethe r outside of 
vie1tJing television is reduced, hm'fever . I t is doubtful whether 
television viewing brings the family together in any psychological 
22 
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the television set is located when someone is watching a pro-
gram~ 
2. ·The number of children who do their homework on Sundays from 
television-owning families is smaller than from children in 
non-television-m-m.ing families . But on the weekdays, televisionJJ 
I 
owning children spend about the same amount of t i me in study as 
do the non-television children of similar ages and family back-
grounds. 
L. Children are substituting television for radio, movies, and read-
ing to a significant extent, and television children spend much 
more time vie~dng the medium than they formerly spent on t he other 
mass media. Their total exposure to mass media now has doubled. 
Iv! . Some of the television vie1dng time involved a shift from other 
mass media. Much of the viewing is done at a sacrifice of play-
time, some from helping around the house, practicing musical 
instruments, and other forms of ncreative" or nproductiven activi-
ty. 
N. Parents vrho own television sets feel that television is not harm-
ful to their children, and feel that it has many advantages. 
These are: 
1. The entertairunent value. 
2. Many programs are educational for themselves and their children. 
3. Television helps in taking care of the children. 
a. Keeps them quiet. 
b. Keeps them off the street. 
c. Generally keeps children out of parent's "hair." 
II 
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I 
d. lvJ:akes a good !!pacifier" for children. 
Psychological i mplications of the findings: 
II 
I 
\ A. Children get some sort of vicarious satisfaction t hrough ident i-
,, 
I f ication 1,ri. th characters , incidents, etc. 
II I 
I; 
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B. Children's fantasies may be re lated to t he individual's unful-
fi lled needs, or merely by-products of frustrat ion. 
C. It is possible that 11acquired11 drives may be somewhat satisfied 
by vicarious . vievdng, and that t he nthrill" level of life goes 
up with television (assumed). 
D. Long range effects of consistent exposure (speculations): 
1. Addict ion--a child becomes accustomed to a.' higher level of 
excitement and ,,rill organize much of his learned activity at 
that level of excitement. The disruption of this level may 
cause restlessness, boredom, and uneasiness until that par-
ticular level of excitement is restored once again. 
2. Vicarious habit formation--the probability is that the child 
will actually perform an aggressive act. 
3. Frustration tolerance--externally controlled fantasy builds 
up mot ivation and satisfies it with little delay. Society vrill 
teach the child to delay the satisfactions, but it is possible jl 
that the mass-media experiences which the child continually 
encounters may run counter to society's training, and build 
habits of premature closure. 
4. Substitute satisfaction--there are too many ways of "escape" 
I 
I, 
II 
'I 
,I from social forces via the medium of mass media and the 11 escapen '\ 
may hold back the normal development of social responsibility 
25 
in the child. 
5. Identif ication--the continual practice at identi f ication ~Qth 
a fantasy figure through whom the child can feel the experi ence 
of power may increase the probability of the child doing so 
in real life. 
6. Interference 1dth practice of real life skills--certain skills 
are learned in childhood which require a fair amount of play 
time to practice. Television could easily reduce learning of 
these skills on one hand, and increase t hem on the other , 1ri th 
an uneven balance for the child. 
So much for the basic study outline of Dr. Maccoby ' s report. The tabu-
lated f i gures f ollow next with some of the tables including the question-
naire and anm..rers. 
Occupation of fami l y head: 
Professional 
Semi-professional 
Business 
Clerical and sales 
Skilled 
Semi-skilled 
Unskilled 
Service 
TABlE I 
0\'JNERSHIP OF TV-;~-
Per cent of each group 
owning sets 
------------------------,--~----------------
11% 
45 
75 
73 
56 
62 
.3 9 
66 
(continued on next page) 
'~--------
~~In El eanor E. Haccoby, "Television: Its I mpact on School Children," 
P££1i c Oeinion Quarterly, 15: 421-444, Fall, 1951. 
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Tabl e I (concluded) 
------~-·--~· 
Annual income of fami ly: 
06000 and over 
{p4000 to 1p6000 
.$3000 t o $Lf000 
.~2000 to ~~3000 
Under :~2000 
Education of fami ly heads: 
College graduates or more 
Some college , hi gh school and business 
school, etc. 
High school 
8th grade or less 
TABLE II 
Per cent of each group 
oV\rning sets 
16% 
66 
66 
53 
46 
20 
79 
60 
58 
NUMBER OF HOURS CHILDREN OF TV O'AlNERS SPENT VIE\HNG TV'~ 
-~==~========== ;=======~==================~ 
Total hours 
of viewing 
On the weekday 
before interview 
Per cent 
On the Sunday 
before interview 
Per cent 
--------------------~----------------·---------------~------------
None 
One hour or less 
11. to 2 hours 2 
2l to 3 hours ? 
31 t o 4 hours 2 
4! to 6 hours 
Unknovm 
Total per cent 
Average no. of 
hours 
'~Ibid. 
10 
17 
25 
18 
17 
9 
l 
100 
6% 
6 
12 
25 
l2 
20 
l 
100 
*'~Figure s probably represent a minimal est i mate of TV viewing. 
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TABLE III 
LENGTH OF 01~1NERSHIP AND AVERAGE VIEWING TU1E~~ 
=================-- =·============================== 
Length o f time set 
has been m'.rned 
Under 3. 5 months 
3. 5 to 7.5 months 
7. 6 to 11.5 months 
11.6 to 15.5 months (year ) 
15.6 to 23 . 5 months 
23.6 months or more (2 years) 
Average number of hours 
set is on 
5.5 hours 
5-3 
5.3 
5.5 
6.0 
5.2 
------------------------------------~~------------~--~ 
TABLE I V 
SOCI AL CONTEXT OF TV VI E1'riNG AND OTHER ACTIVITIES 
(TV AND NON-TV CHILDREN COHPARED )~-~ 
Average amount of time 
children spend 
On weekdays: 
Viewing TV with famil y members 
~·Ji th family members excluding 
TV and supper 
Vi evling TV with f riends 
~\fi th f riends excluding TV 
Vi ewing TV alone 
Alone excluding TV and study 
On Sundays: 
Viewing TV with family members 
1•Ji th fami l y members excluding 
TV and supper 
Viewing TV with friends 
With friends excluding TV 
Viewing TV alone 
Alone excluding TV and study 
Children who 
have TV 
1. 9 hours 
-7 
.2 
1.7 
.3 
-4 
J.l 
1.3 
.1 
1.4 
.1 
.1 
Children who do 
not have TV 
.2 hours 
1.4 
.5 
1. 9 
.o 
. 6 
-4 
2.8 
.7 
1.4 
.0 
.5 
~~In Eleanor E. Maccoby, "Television : I ts Impact on School Children , " 
£.£.:.ill· 
-lH~-Ibid. For thi s tabl e, TV and non-TV children 1-ve re matched •vi th 
respect to age, sex, and socio-economic status. 
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TABLE V 
SOLITARY AND SOC IAL TV VIEWING* 
Question: 11 Among the children 1'1"ho have TV do the children generally watch 
progr ams s eparately in their o~m homes, or do they get to-
gether at somebody's house?11 
Answer 
Separately in mm homes 
Usually separate , but together sometimes 
About half and half 
Usually get t ogether, separately sometimes 
Get together at someone ' s home 
Not ascertained 
Total per cent 
TABLE VI 
Per cent 
66% 
20 
4 
3 
3 
4 
100 
I NTER-PERSONAL COMMUNIC ATION AND TV VIEhTING-* 
Quest ion: "When members of the family are looking at a program how much 
t alking is there during the program?" 
Answer 
None or very little 
None except at certain specified times: 
Only i f guests are present 
Only during certain programs 
Only during commercials 
Only when children are tired, restless, 
when i t's late 
Some limited to commercials about programs 
Quite a bit (frequently, or usually talk) 
Total per cent 
.,~Ibid. 
5% 
ll 
2 
2 
Per cent 
58% 
20 
11 
11 
----·-----------------
100 
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TABLE VII 
ACTIVITIES Ci'illRIED ON DURING TELEVISION PROGRAHs-:~ 
Question: 11 Are there any kinds of things you do yourself in the same 
room while the s et is on? How about your husband? And 
the children ?11~*''*" 
Answer 
Children's activities: 
None, watch TV only 
Do some other things: 
Active play, unrelated to TV programs 10% 
Non- active play (coloring) 8 
Eating 7 
Studying 5 
Other reading 3 
Imitating characters in programs 5 
·----~ 
Per cent 
62% 
38 
------~----~----------
Total per cent 100 
TABLE VIII 
• 
CONFLICTS BETTpJEEN PROGR_I\J.'fS AND M.EALTIJvLE{~ 
==============================~============~~-----
Question: "vVhat happens vrhen the children are watching TV and supper is 
ready?" 
Ans"~Arer Per cent 
No problem: Children not watching TV at supper time 
(including families \'rho have changed their supper time) 1576 
No problem: Children come t o supper \dthout pressure 26 
No problem: Mother doesn't care, children do as they 
vrish. Parent gives a command (or comes in and turns 
off set), children comply without open resistance 13 
Conflict: Children beg to be allowed to finish program; 
usually parent wins, but often there is some com-
promise or child is allowed t o eat meals in front of 20 
set 
Not ascertained 3 
-------Total per cent 100 
~~Ibid. 
~~~Only the children's section is included here. 
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TABLE I X 
TV VIEWING DURING MEALS~~ 
-·============================~==================== 
Question: TTDo the children ever look at TV while they're having thei r 
meals?" 
Answer 
Yes , every night 
Yes ~ sever al t i mes a vJeek 
Yes, occasionally (Sundays) 
Yes, frequency not s peci f ied 
Never 
Not a scertained 
Total per cent 
TiillLE X 
CONFLIC T BET ·\IEEN PROGRAMS AND BEDTIYiE~~-
Per cent 
16% 
6 
18 
2 
55 
3 
100 
~============~==============~===========:~.====== 
Question: 11What happens when the children are watching TV and you want 
them to go to bed? 
Answer 
No problem: Children are not watching at bedtime 
No pro~: Children go to bed lrlithout pressure 
No orobl em: Children allowed t o go t o bed whenever 
they wish. Parents give a command (or turn off 
set), children comply •~thout open resistance 
Conflict : Children object, parents may or may not 
make concessions 
Not ascertained 
Tot al per cent 
Per cent 
B% 
33 
18 
36 
5 
100 
-~In El eanor E. Haccoby, "Tel evision: Its I mpact on School Children," 
E~ Opinion Quarterl y , 15: 421-444, Fall , 1951. 
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TABLE XI 
BEDTU'iE FOR CHILDREN I N TV AND NON-TV HOUSEHOLDS->~ 
Aver age 1,reekday bedtime 
Average Sunday bedt i me 
Children 
with TV->* 
9: 00 P. M. 
· 8: 55 P. M. 
TABLE XII 
TV PROGRAM SE.LEC 'riON-~~ 
Children d t hout 
TV-~H~ 
8:35 P. M. 
8 :40 P . I,i . 
Que s t ion: 11 Are there any programs which you do not like your children 
t o watch?11 
Yes 
Some , once in awhile 
No 
Some programs dis+iked, but chil dren not 
int eres ted in them 
Not ascertained 
Total per cent 
->*-Ibid . 
Per cent 
3oat .11'0 
10 
34 
15 
2 
100 
->H~This table Has based upon pairs of mat ched cases~ 0\-mers and 
non-o\-mers were equated with re spect t o socio-econOJnic status, age , and 
sex. 
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TABLE XIII 
TV AND CHILD CARE-l~-
Question: 11Has TV made it easier or harder to care for the children 
at home?" 
Easier 
Easier in some 1-rays, harder in others 
Harder 
No di fference 
Nqt ascertained 
Total per cent 
Per cent 
54% 
2 
3 
33 
8 
100 
-------------------------------------------·--------------------------------
General ly speaking, the compilations which Dr. Maccoby has gathered 
concerning the Cambridge school children are more of a social significance 
t han of psychological significance. 
The apparent lack of any clear-cut and recognized behavior pattern 
t o explain the intricate significance of fantasy- participation is hold-
ing back further research into psychological behavior se~mingly derived 
from television vievving at this time. 
The psychological i mplications of Dr. Maccoby's study (page 25) 
are unique in that her study has narrowed down the apparent psychological 
probl ems which mass-media experiences have for the child and young teen-
ager. Other studies have ei ther avoided the psychological issues or 
neatly side-stepped the psychological i mplicat ions by i mplying that 
social issues and problems are the real culprits. 
II I 
I 
I 
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A joint continuing project s t udy, the Columbi a Broadcasting Sys t em-
Rutgers Universi ty document, begun in the summer of 1948 and apparently 
still i n existence, has been documenting the social consequences of tele-
. . 22 VlSl on. Using a middle-si zed Eastern city as i t s testing 11 lab, 11 the 
first phase of the project fo und the following general observations t o be 
of some value: 
A. The most recent devot ees t o t he television audience come from t he 
lower socio-economic leve l s. 
B. Television is causing an apparent total effect on other leisure 
time activiti es, but the whole effect is not uni f orm for various 
parts of the audience. 
C. Te l evision is not a subst i t ut e act ivity for young children, but 
something added to the regular patt erns of activity. 
D. There is evidence t hat te l evision r ovides new fami l y i ntere s ts 
and an enl ar£:Sed group of f r iends . 
The CBS- Rutgers r eport defi ned the sub j ect s o f thei r study, t he 
children and teen-agers : 
A. Children-- beb ,reen the ages of 6 and 12 years of age. 
B. Teen-ager s--between the age s of 13 and through 19 years of age. 
I t was f ound in thi s report t hat bot h chi ldren and teen-agers average 
over two hours of viewing in the evening . Children seem to be heavier 
daytime viewers than teen-agers vdth a total viewing t i me great er t han 
t hat of the teen-agers. The total radio listening time of children in 
televi sion homes v1as eighteen minutes a day. Teen-agers appear to spend 
22 
John Ri l ey, Frank V. Cantwell, and Katherine F. Ruttiger, " Some 
Observations on the Social Ef fects of Tel evision, n _tublic O:einion Quarter~, 
' 13: 223- 224 , Summer, 1949 . 
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more time l istening to the radio t han do children with fifty-two minutes 
a day to their credit. Nei ther group, however, can be said to list en t o 
radio as a rn.ajo r way of passing i ts t i me. 
The report, in describing passive activities, found that the nll~ber 
of teen-agers in TV-ovming home s who participated in sports is not much 
1 lower than t he proportional number from non-TV homes. 
On the point of sports attendance , teen-agers from non-TV homes re-
ported a 37 per cent attendance during the week of the test, and TV-owning 
teen-agers reported just a 20 per cent attendance. The report point ed out 
that a t entat ive infe r ence concerning this particular reference might be 
that teen-age sports desires may be satisfied somewhat by TV. 
Sport-participation of teen-agers during the 1"eek of the study l ooked 
, like this v.rhen broken down into percentages: 
:1 
A. Fi fty-nine per cent TV teen-agers r eported sports participation. 
B. Sixty-one per cent non- 'YIT teen-agers reported sports participation. 
The slight di ffe r ence behreen t he TV-m .. ming group and the non-TV-
owni ng group is r ather unusual because it would seem that TV teen-ager s 
would pre f er passive- participation in front of a TV set rather than attend-
ing the s ports and part icipating in them. The 2 per cent difference is not 
significant, therefor~ if one were to assume that non- TV teen-agers par-
t icipated t o any great extent over the TV teen-agers in sports. 
If a comparison 11'lere to be made between the CBS-Rutgers report and 
the report preceding this, that of Dr. Maccoby, the apparent discrepancies 
between might look like this: 
I. CBS-Rutgers report: 
A. A broad general view of TV and children. 
35 
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B. I mplied findings suggested that TV vie~dng was providing: 
" new fami ly interests and an enlarged group of friends" (page 34). 
II. Dr. Haccoby's report: 
A. A local and more specific v~ew of TV and children. 
B. Implied f indings suggested that TV viewing was not providing the 
family wit h new interests, but rather: ''Television brings families 
together, but little interaction occurs" (page 22-E). And a gain: 
nAs more and more families acquire television sets, their children 
spend less time 1--dth playmates" (page 23-G). 
This CBS- Rutgers report was especially selected as an example out of 
the numerous reports made in the late '40's and in 1950. 
I mplications of psychological effects were only hinted at in these 
early reports, if at all, and the broadest and most general asswnptions 
were made as to television's total effect on society. 
Actually, only two of the several tables compiled by the CBS- Rutgers 
s pecifically related to children. The greater part of the report con-
cerned itself 1dth general family and adult participat ion in television 
viewing. 
The report, concerning the children, compared (1) proportional radio 
1 listening and average time to proportional television vievdng and average 
time and (2 ) television and radio activity of children and teen-agers 
from TV-owning families. 
36 
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TABLE XIV 
TELEVISION AS A NEW DIMENSI ON FOR CHILDREN* 
Evening Radio 
Proportion listening 
Total average time 
Evening Television 
Proportion vie"!hring 
Total average t i me 
TV Children 
(106 children) 
3% 
0:02 
89% 
2: 18 
TABLE XV 
Non-TV Children 
(86 children ) 
33% 
0:34 
TELEVI SION AND RADI O ACTI VI TY OF CHILDREN AND TEEN- AGERS I N 
TV F.A}<IILIES~P-<-
Daytime Evening Total 
----~------------"-------~-·-----
Hours of TV-vie-wing: 
Children 
Teen-agers 
Hours of radio listening: 
Children 
Teen-agers 
0:49 
0:24 
0: 16 
0:33 
2: 18 
2:09 
0:02 
0: 19 
.3:07 
2:.33 
0: 18 
0:52 
~*-In Riley, Cantwell, and Ruttiger, "Some Observations on the Social 
Effects of Television,t' Public Opinion Quarterly, 13 : 223-224, Summer, 
1 949 . 
~H<This table was based on data for 106 children between 6 and 12 years 
old, and 87 teen- agers between 13 and (through) 19 years old in TV-o~ming 
families. 
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.[indings of various organizat ions. "1-'Iore than a third of the chil-
dren in Bos t on have meals served to them on card t ables in front of tele-
. . t lf23 VlSlOn se s. 
Thi s fi nding was one of those which the American Association of 
University lrJome n f ound in an extensive poll of Hassachuset ts school 
children. 
' 'At least three-quarters of these youngsters (card t able children) 
in the Boston area watch TV on an average of 3.86 hours a day on 1rJeek-
24 days and much more on week-ends." 
The Association f ound these factors to be of some significance : 
A. More than 70 per cent of the children included in the poll chose 
their m·m programs. 
B. The same children are the future commercial audi ence of this 
loca l area and even now exert pressures upon t heir parents for 
breakfast foods, etc. 
C. Children' s bedti mes are being advanced from 7:30 P. H. to 10 P. M. , 
and 10:30 P.H. in many cases. Teachers complain of inattention 
on the part of young TV-viewers in clas ses. 
D. }~ost boring programs for children are the ne.,rs ~ quizzes, and 
geography. 
E. The favorite programs of grade school children, when the survey 
started in 1949 , were nHowdy DoodyT! and nHopalong Cassidy. " 
F. The f avorite programs of older children were ~Tilton Berle, 
vesterns, and wrestling matches. 
23Hary Handy, 11The Children Eat Off Card Tables,n Christian Science 
~' April 26 , 1951 , p. l. 
24Ibid. 
G. After bro years of teadher guidance in some of the schools which 
were studied, a Natural Science program, "Living Wonders, " is 
the children's favorite in place of Hilton Berle. 
As an example of how individuals and groups may go about collecting 
1 the information for determining the general over-all effects of television 
on families and children, the study of Edward C. HcDonagh, et al, from 
the University of Southern California mi ght be considered "typical.'' In 
' ")!;.he article, "Television and the Family, "25 the methods of collecting 
needed information were basically outlined. 
These 1-rere: 
A. Questionnaires and interviev-rs v-rere first set up. 
B. The sample v.ras a stratified-random type. 
C. The population consisted of 800 families in a California area 
community. 
D. The experimental group was made up of TV-owning homes. 
E. The control group consisted of non-TV-owning homes. 
F. Cri t ical ratios were used in the testing of significant dif-
ferences 1-.rhich may have existed between the two groups. 
G. The findings >vere reported in terms of the following: 
1. Occupational classification. 
2. Educational status. 
J. Age of hotlseholders. 
4. Number of children. 
5. Number of visitors. 
25sociological Societz Re search, 35 : 113-122, 1950. 
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6. Change in visiting activities. 
7. Reading and sport activities. 
e. Automobile driving. 
9 - Motion picture attendance. 
10. Radio listening. 
11. Conversation during television viewing. 
The importance in this out line of methods for collecting needed 
information could be enumerated as follows: 
A. A method for obtaining broad generalizations concerning the 
population to be compared . 
B. Activities, habits, and general social behavior can be classi-
fied to a certain extent. 
C. A comparison of mass-media influence or lack of influence may be 
made. 
Thus far, the :i_mportance of enu.m.erating the above data has probably 
been important as far as society and social consequences may be involved, 
but the increasing i mportance of the psychological implications which 
a mass-media like television exerts upon all of society must be considered 
more and more in most studies in the 1\Titer's opinion. 
To consider just one or two specific behavior problems and compare 
the results for a population might be far more i mportant to the child 
than a general polling of facts which have little or no bearing on 
psychological effects--which may lead the child to some future rendezvous 
with a psychiatrist. 
Boiling the matter down: " •••• demonstrating that mass-media have 
40 
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no influence or have universal influence, without increasing our understanding 
of the way in which identif ication takes place or is prevented from taking 
26 place 11 is like the story concerning the blind leading the blind. 
Identification is only one suggestion as to where one may start in 
unraveling the almost endless web of psychological ent anblements which 
television's. effect may have on the child. 
As a further road along the unt angling of psychological effects, 
t he question of how much phantasy-participation is carried over into 
real-life situations as aggravated by television, the capacity of t he 
child to absorb and reject this participation, and the classification of 
tolerance levels for children's capacities would be a solid contribution 
to society and the handling of mass- media throughout the count ry. 
In the "Prospectus for a Research Program: The Influence of Hass-
. Hedia on the Character and Social Behavior of Children, 1127 t he purpose 
of the prospectus is highly i mportant in any future research programs 
directed at f inding answers to the problem of psychological effects of 
television on children. 
The purpose is as follov.rs : 11 The ~Jur ~Jose of this prospectus is t o 
formulate a research program around which behavior scientist s may organize 
a planning cormni t tee and in terms of v1hich application for a grant t o 
support the research may be prepared . " 
The purpose of the prospectus continues vnth specific reference to 
the fact that i t does not intend to present a •·rhole research program on 
effects of mass-media. 
The main intent of the prospectus seems t o be to present an outline 
26Prepared by Dr . Arthur ,J . Brodbeck, p. 3 . 
27Ibid. 
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for approaching the problem of mass-media effects on children. The ap-
proach of the prospectus, with the exact titles as outlined and my o~~ 
28 
condensation of the material outlined, is as follows: 
A. 1mtecedent conditions affecting fantasy participation. 
l. The social motives , habits and goals learned at home, at school, 
and 1'-li t hin the peer group. 
2. The degree and types of emotions which will be expressed when 
the child is exposed to the mass-media. 
3. The child's ability to recognize fantasy from reality when 
exposed to mass-media. 
B. Content analysis of mass-media. 
1. To what extent are aggressive habits or fostered habits 
strengthened when exposure occurs? 
2 . liTe dependent habits or independent habits more apt to be re-
inforced when exposure occurs ? 
3. To what extent does question Hl 11 .or question "2n hold true for 
the male and f or the female? 
4. To what extent does " 1' : or 112 11 hold true for adults? 
5. How deeply involved is the mass-media in the development of 
the child's thought processes? 
C. Direct studies of the identification process when children are 
exposed t o the mass-media. 
l . Measuring the identification process when it occurs. 
2. Direct observation problems. 
a. A~ount of exposure if intensified may increase identifica-
tion v-Ii th fantasy characters. 
I ---....""'"~:""Fi'-. • ..,.ct,....... ~ ... - ·-· ~~7 a 28I b l ·~ pp~ - -~ ~ 
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b. Si ngle-role-taking versus multiple-role-taking. 
c. ' 'Till the basic fundamentals of the fantasy i ncrease or de-
crease identi f ication? 
D. "'!hat are the important factors determining whether a fantasy 
i denti f ication will carry over to real life and the degree and 
manner in whi ch it will? 
l. Familiarity with the literature already accumulated on factors 
determi ning the generalization of responses. 
2. Problems to discuss: 
a. The degree t o Nhich i denti fication develops a generaliza-
t ion process f rom fantasy to real-life . 
b. The degr ee to wnich children can anticipate the effects of 
thei r m...m behavior on others. 
c. Tbe di fferences in generali zation of anxiety experi ences as 
undergone in fantasy and in real-life. 
The reader can see from t he proposed problems of the "Prospectus f or 
a Research Program" that the studies previously presented , wit h the possi-
ble exceptions of Dr. 11Iaccoby' s and Dr. Solomon's reports, are vague and 
far too generalized t o provide solutions to the wri ter's probl em. The 
basic reason f or the apparent lack of a good behavior theory lies in the 
enromous task of ac cumulating more positive material .... -material which will 
not be continually in conf lict wi th the psychi atric approach, the psycho-
logical approach, and the sociological approach. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ATTI TUDES AND OPI NI ONS OF THE TELECASTERS 
"Like all Gaul, TV in t he United States is divided int o three chief 
2Q parts--the sponsor, the advert ising agent, and the station o-vmer. 11 / 
Although the stat ion m'mer is the pri mary interest objec t in this 
chapter, t he "gall11 behind the station mmer may be fo r mo st pr act ical 
purposes t he advertising agent, and the sponsor. 
fLogramming !££ £hildren. The ideal program f or children has yet t o 
be dreamed up by a pract ical sponsor, advertising agent , or station owner . 
There are a few good progrCJ.t'ilS. "Good" from t he point of view concerning 
the child's mental and physical well-bei ng. These programs merit attention 
f or t heir attempts to cooperate 1dth parent-teacher groups, profess ional 
groups, and the general public in presenting a type of program which 1dll 
accompli sh i t s purpose. The purpose i s: to please t he sponsor and adver-
t ising agent , the station ovmer, the public at large with a mixed (well-
mi xed , no doubt ) appeal for adults and children as i'rell. 
The thousand-island-dressing sort of pur pose is, beli eve i t or not, 
the kind of probl em i'Thich "good" programming faces ever y hour of the day 
1 i f it wishes t o buck what the tel evision world, for t he most part, feels 
is " adequate" progr amming. 
29 Robert L. Shayon, Television ~ ~ Children, 1st edition, Long-
mans , Green, New York, 1951. 
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The list of "goodn children's programs in the Eastern part of the 
United States is pr etty well limited to t his meager group: 
A. "Ding Dong School." 
B. 11Lady of the Bookshel f." 
C. " News Adventures for Young Ameri ca. 11 
D. "Science Sketches. n 
These four programs represent a fai r l y wide variety of programming 
f or children . "Ding Dong Schooln r epres ent s teaching by play-fant asy and 
v.rhat is knm'm as a 11Do it" sort of show. The presentation of s ome sort 
of social behavior or familiar object is followed, generally, by an explana-
t i on of what one does at home when performing t hi s social behavior or u s i ng 
this object. 
11News Adventures 11 presents a unique problem in that children , accord-
ing to previous intervie1~ng techni que and studi es, did not have enough 
interest or could not be held long enough as a cooperative audience by a 
news program to vJarrant that type of program staying on the air or screen. 
Today "News Adventure s' ' has solved this apparent lack of ne'lvs i nterest 
in children by becoming one of t he outst anding programs for children. 
The f ormula: 
A. Take an ordinary newsreel f ilm. 
B. Edit out the blood , gore, sex, etc. 
C. Provide a t op-notch children's commentator. 
D. Simpli fy words and word meanings. 
E. Find a sponsor 1'1Tho '\rill pay f or this nexperiment . 11 
" Nevm Adventures" is only nine months old, but like a ne1,,rborn child , 
• it has vmathered the storm of " experimentation" and "grovJing" and the 
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progressive sponsor who took the program only to "get in" on TV ad-profi t s 
has done very well financially.30 
"Science Sketches" is a well-thought-out program, backed by a local 
museum of science, to foste r the child's natural curiosity concerning 
t hings of scientific interest. 
The shov1-me-simply technique i s employed :inuch the same as in 11Ding 
' Dong School" with suggestions as to hmv the child might carry on the experi-
ment or interest- feature at home. 
The "Lady of the Bookshelf" is the type of program which is qui te 
familiar to the reader as well as to the child. The rather straight fairy-
tale f ormat is followed ~~th a child actress participating to a certain 
extent in the story as the "Lady" unfolds her tale. Simpli f ied but appropri-
ate backgrounds suggest the tale's different aspects, and a cartoonist aids 
in visually leadi ng the vieNer by the hand as the story plot is told. 
The children's programs mentioned above are the exception to the 
usual programming for children on television. \oTesterns and puppet plays 
try to hold their young audiences vdth gimmicks that were old when vaude-
ville got its start. "Cliff-hanging" type situations and promises of big-
ger and better excitement provokers, plus free-this-and-free- that, are 
_ literally boring most children to distraction today. Only the adults 
participating in this type of ' ' children's entert_ai nmentT1 are having any 
fun, it seems. 
Timing of children's programs is another aspect of "proper" program-
rning "lJIThich could be extolled at length due t o the conflicts which do occur 
when supper or bedtime is challenged by a seemingly "good" program. The 
30
"News for t he Kids, 11 Newsw·eek, 40: 45, December 29, 19 52. 
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attitudes and opinions o f t he telecasters as t o why they find it hard t o 
present good children's programs is more i mportant to the general pr oblem, 
hov-rever . 
,Some of the reasons why telecasters do not go out of their 'vvay t o 
program especially f or children are these: 
A. Putt ing on a ngood" children's program v.Jith general appeal for 
adults as v<ell as children seems financially necessary to most 
telecasters, but the know-how is some-v;hat lacki ng. 
B. The popular appeal of such a program (children's) has not been 
proven to be a good f i nanci al risk to the telecaster, the sponsor, 
and the advertising agent, in many cases. 
C. TIT audi ences are st ill somev.rhat apathetic when i t come s t o con-
gratulating or offeri ng constructive criticism. The telecaster 
usually reads or hear s complaints mostly both unfounded and legiti-
mate , but cannot build a program v.Ji th such confused and limi ted 
knowledge of his viewers' wants. 
D. Asking for construct ive criticism is much like asking the public 
at large , f1\AJhat ' s vvro ng vvith the world?11 Wri te-ins are i n many 
cases " purge" l etters and unsigned . 
E. The public assumes that the t elecaster has complete control of the 
television facilities, e specially the actual telecasting end of 
the operation. This is not the case, and the F.C.C. has attempted 
innumerable times to educate the public to the fact that they are 
the sol e ovmers of the air over vv-hich the telecaster must transrni t 
his electronic signal. Telecasters assQme that the public is not 
equi pped to t ell them what t o do and adopt a rather belligerent 
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attitude concerning the total television operation and trans-
mission business in many cases. 
The majority of the television audience appear to feel that tele-
casters will eventually get together and work out some sort of general 
i mprovement program for the television industry as a whole. 
nr t is a matter of record that station o-vmers have never been able 
to agree on anything more meaningful than a harmless decency code. n31 
Frankly speaking, most telecasters are usually too busy t rying to 
put their hard-earned profits back into t heir business. Hhat is more, 
t rying to kee p public, sponsor, and advertising agent from managing the 
station business and keeping all three in a happy frame of mind is a 
t remendous responsibility. 
Generally speaking, there seems to be little agreement among tele-
' casters , the public, and commercial interests as to just what type of 
programming is "good" for television presentation. The average t elecaster, 
"re assume, presents the best possible type of program under adverse con-
di tions. Yet the bes t is not good enough f rom a broad psychol ogical 
inter-Jretati on of past programming efforts based upon the fe,,r sources 
-;vhich interpret the psychiatric and psychological aspects of television 
programs . 
DisciEline begins .§:.i home, not at ~ stations. A local telecaster 
(Boston) expressed himself quite well when he said at a meeting of edu-
1 cators, parents, and doctors: 
trYou have absolute control over our programs, i f you will just give 
voice t o your opinions. 11.Je ' re in the business to please you and itT s up 
31 . Shayon, ££· ~-, Ch. 5. 
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t o you to let us know v-hat you like . 11 
Continuing, the station manager expressed a desire to hear from the 
public, especi ally its opinions and attitudes: 
"Unsolicited letters me an much to us. They encourage us. 1'·.re 1vant 
to knm'T 11'lhat our audiences like and think. t'Je are not too pleased our-
selves vn th some of the mass likes and dislikes. 1133 
On the more serious matter of responsibility for the child ' s welfare 
as far as t elevision pr ogramming , the station manager pointed out that 
the telecasters were not responsible f or assuming disciplinary actions 
for the young vie>vers: 
'I m~rould you buy a box of candy and set it before 7-year-old Johnny 
and say--'Here, eat i t all up?' It ' s up to you to discipline him about 
34 
television, also. " 
32
nivJ:ediocrity Hit, " The Christian Science Mo~, Icfarch 27, 1953. 
JJibid. 
34Ibid. 
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CHAPTER V 
GENERAL CONCLUSI ONS 
The pamphl et, "Prospectus f or a Research Program: The Influence of 
Mass-Hedia on the Character and Social Behavior of Children, " prepared by 
Dr . Arthur J. Brodbeck, has served as a sort of key to the writer 's prob-
lem: psychological effects of t elevision on children. 
Wi thin the conf ines of t he prospectus, suggestions for a possi ble 
research approach to these t wo problems may provide f uture answers t o the 
problem of t his thesis : 
1-\. . TtDirect studies of the ident i f ication process when children are 
exposed to the mas s-media. n35(page 42 ) 
B. "What are the i mpor tant factors determining whether a fantasy 
identification ~Q ll carry over t o real life and the degree and 
'36 
manner in which i t will ?w (page 43) 
~'fithin the confines of this thesis an attempt has been made t o des cr i be 
the published research studies which contained specif ic references to 
children 's social and psychological behavior where possi ble , and sugges-
t ions made by these studies concerning the problem of psychological e ffe cts . 
I t appears that Dr . Iviaccoby has provided possible answers t o nB. " 
a bove in her "Psychological implications of the findings.n37 (pages 25-26) 
3511Prospectus for a Research Program," p. 9. 
36Ibid., p. 10. 
J?"Television: I ts I mfact on School Children,n Public Ooinion Quart er-
- ~. 15: 421-444, Iall, 1~5~· =-
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A. " Frustration tolerance--externally controlled fantasy builds 
38 
up motivation and satisfies it v-Iith little delay.'' 
B. " Identification--the continual practice at identificat ion vii th 
a fantasy figure t hrough whom the child can feel the experience 
of power may increase the probability of the child doing so in 
real life. n39 
Dr. Solomon's case histories are rather di rectly concerned with " A.n 
·' on the preceding page . Although the psychiatrist was not on the s pot to 
observe the children he later observed in his of fic e, the advantage of 
seeing the general effects of te levision on his pat i ents as he worked out 
psychotherapy wi th them is i mportant. 
Const ant contact 1vi t h a patient as that patient is exposed to mass-
media is much superior t o the indirect approach of interviewing parents 
1 and other second or third parties. 
The great drav.rback, of course, is the limited numbers of children 
-=-F 
which may be studied at one time by observers using the direct psychiat ric 
or psychological approach. Comparisons as to the validity of findings 
concerning a large population are negligible. In other vmrds, thr ee case 
histories are not too significant • 
. The "ideal " situation for direct studies of the identif icat ion process 
as children are exposed to television 1,·Tould be t o use a pre-determined 
staff of obser vers (pre-determined as to number needed to cover a popu-
1 lation) . I mmediate problems which would have to be taken into consideration 
using this direct study would be: 
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A. The presence of a stranger in the home •·rould complicate observa-
tions at the outset. 
B. The enormity of the task and the initial expense would be the 
primary drawback . 
C. Results would require additional years of sifting and searching 
for significance (i f any) and over-all comparisons with existing 
behaYior theories, and formulation of new ones. 
D. Det er mining variable s would be only one of seYeral problems 1.rith-
in the major problem to t ake int o consideration. 
E. The question of "l•rhether a direct study would proYide antici pat ed 
f indings as readily as present methods would be a constant source 
for controversy and difficulty among those involved in t he task. 
Turning once more to the "Prospectus for a Research Program, " the 
summary of the pamphlet's vie-lfrs are expressed in this manner: 
A. The process of "behavior reinforcement through fantasy-part icipa-
tion has too frequent ly been taken for grant ed rather than under-
. ' 40 
stood and studled." 
B. The problem of "mass- medi a influence on personality development 
and social behaYior of children has not been correct ly f ormulated. n4l 
C. The "main task of a research committee should be di r ected tmv-ard 
increasing such unders t anding of the basic laws of the process 
(behavior r einf orcement) and a careful delineation of the condi-
tions under which the influence of mass-media occurs and does not 
42 
occur. 11 
---40"!'ros;ect"ll1B fo r a Research Program, 11 p. 11. 
41Ibid. 
42Ibid. 
-
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D. Present literature,nwhile subject to criticism on the above 
account (nc.TT), also tends to gather data relevant to the in-
fluence of the mass- media in too indirect and non- systematic a 
vray , guided by little or no behavior theory. n43 
The general conclusions can be summed up by the above vie1-vpoint 
quite properly . Especially the generalized material with which the v.rriter 
has had to cope appears to provide only very gentle probings into the 
behavior backgrounds of children, for example . The social aspects have 
been explored ~nd exhumed constantly by one study after another, but each 
study reads like a synopsis of the last for the most part. 
Possible v.rays which the public could help the behaviorists in are 
these : 
A. Forrn listening and viewing councils in the local community vnth 
at least one behavior scientist as a member or an accessible 
consultant. 
B. Hake regular checks of program content and spot checks of outside 
program content for comparison. Divide the chores among the 
council membership. Consult reliable studies for up-to-date 
information. 
C. Before consluting telecasters, sponsors, or advertising agent s 
about progr~1 changes or approval of programs, adequate sugges-
t ions should be compiled to present at contact time . 
D. Visit nursery schools, children's hospitals, etc., for first-hand 
information (if possible) about psychological disturbances of 
children and their apparent sources. In ot her words, be familiar 
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to a limited extent arid more so if time allov.rs with children's behavior 
patterns, development , etc. 
The council-type program has proved to be invaluable in certain 
areas f or amassing inf ormation usually difficult for the behaviorist to 
acquire v.rithout making some sort of program study or searching the litera-
ture for trup-to-the- hour 11 material. 
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